Thanks to You!

Since its founding a short six years ago, Fear No Music has become the Northwest's most recognized contemporary ensemble. We have presented more than fifty concerts in large cities and small towns, performed on nearly twenty radio appearances, presented residencies and concerts at eight colleges and universities, and given the World Premiere or American Premiere of nine new works by composers living in the Northwest. To promote the creation of new works we established a consortium for Northwest composers in 1995, and this year we started the Young Composers Project.

However, all of this growth would not have happened without the support of our audience. But like all arts organizations we depend upon the contributions of our audience in order to present our concert season. Part of our budget is raised from ticket sales, part of it from grants, and the rest from people like you.

If you believe - as we do - that tonight's performance provides a glimpse at the future of music composition, then we hope that you will help sustain the Young Composers Project with your financial support. All proceeds this evening will go directly toward the Project. You will be further ensuring the opportunity for young composers to develop their gifts. Donations can be made in the enclosed envelope and either mailed to us or left with one of the ushers. Thank you for your continued support!
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